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About Us
Bamina Jewelry is one of the
custom jewelry manufacturers
which produce high-quality
jewelry at competitive prices.
With a state-of-the-art
production facility in Istanbul
Turkey, we have earned a
reputation among our clients.

https://bamina.co/


BAMINA JEWELRY

Our Mission
We aim to be an affordable high quality
manufacturer of gold and silver
jewellery. Our mission is to provide an
extensive collection of custom jewelry
in order of meet the needs of our
customers.

Silver Jewelry
Bamina Jewelry is a custom silver jewellery
manufacturer meeting your needs and
surpassing your expectations. We create
pieces that reflect your style, personality
and values.

Gold Jewelry
Our services allow you to design your
own custom gold jewelry. We have a
collection of designs and work with
diamond & gem dealers allowing you
to get the best rates possible.



BAMINA JEWELRY

Custom
Jewellery
Manufacturer

 We can create a great art jewelry
collection in fine jewelry making using
just your thoughts, photos, or CAD
designs.
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Release
Timeline
Our jewelry designers would be
delighted to assist you in designing
your ideal jewelry. We'll walk you
through the creation process, starting
with your ideas. Our designers are with
you every step of the journey, from a
rough sketch to a 3D model to a
gorgeous handcrafted jewelry.

Every item of jewelry
begins with a simple
concept, followed by
a simple CAD design.

The first step toward
turning your vision

into reality is to
create a professional

jewelry 3D model.

Weuse computer-
aided design (CAD)

software tools to
develop a unique
jewelry prototype

The goal is to make
the metal shine and
be free of blemishes,
giving it a high-end

appearance.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Sketching 3d Modelling Prototype Production

https://bamina.co/jewellery-cad-and-cam/
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Bring Your Idea to
Life

Looking for the perfect gift for a loved one? We
can help you create your own custom jewelry.

Our designers will walk you through the
creation process from rough sketch to 3D model

to handcrafted jewelry.
 



E-mail info@bamina.co

Website www.bamina.co

Phone +905057991024

Address Mollafenari Mah. 16/13 Istanbul 34120

C O N T A C T  U S

Social Media @baminaco



THANK YOU
WWW.BAMINA.CO


